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B r i e f c o m m u n i c at i o n s What role does the human lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) have in visual perception? Most models of vision treat the LGN as a passive relay station to primary visual cortex (V1) 1,2 , characterized by simple circular receptive fields. However, a growing body of neurophysiological evidence suggests that some neurons in the LGN possess receptive fields with elongated aspect ratios [3] [4] [5] [6] , a property that could support subcortical orientation-selective processing. Moreover, there is physiological evidence to suggest a plausible mechanism for orientation-specific feedback from V1 to the LGN 7, 8 . In particular, the distribution of orientation preferences in cat LGN has been shown to depend on whether V1 is lesioned or spared, with lesions leading to a diminished preference for oblique orientations and a preserved preference for cardinal orientations 5 . This result implies that feedback projections from V1 serve to strengthen the representation of oblique orientations in the LGN. Here we present converging lines of evidence indicating that orientation signals can be detected in the human LGN. Furthermore, we found that attention selectively enhanced representations of oblique orientations, revealing a potential consequence of attentional feedback on these orientation-selective responses.
Many functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have measured orientation-selective signals throughout the visual cortex, using multivariate pattern analysis to classify viewed orientation from voxel activity patterns 9, 10 . However, the presence of orientationselective responses has not, to our knowledge, been demonstrated in the human LGN. fMRI blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity was measured while participants were shown sinusoidal gratings, which were oriented either cardinally (0 or 90°) or obliquely (45 or 135°). The spatial phase of the gratings was randomized across presentations (1 Hz) within each 16-s stimulus block to ensure that pattern classification relied on orientation-selective information, rather than on retinotopic luminance differences 9 . Attention was manipulated by presenting a cue at the start of each block to indicate whether the participant should covertly attend to the oriented grating (attended condition) or to a sequence of letters that appeared in rapid succession at fixation (unattended condition). The grating task involved detecting and discriminating intermittent, near-threshold changes in orientation, with magnitudes titrated to match for difficulty across conditions. The letter discrimination task involved reporting whenever a 'J' or 'K' appeared in the letter sequence. This central letter task is cognitively demanding, and effectively withdraws attention from the visual periphery.
Our first goal was to determine whether viewed orientation could be successfully classified from voxel activity patterns in the LGN (Fig. 1) . We localized the LGN region of interest in individual participants using a combination of functional 11, 12 and anatomical localization methods ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1a ). Pattern classification analyses revealed that reliable orientation information was present not only in V1, but also in the LGN (P < 0.01; Fig. 1b ). Next, we asked whether the top-down effects of attentional feedback might influence orientation-selective responses in the LGN. To do so, we measured the extent to which attention improved orientation classification performance, separately for oblique and cardinal orientations, based on the hypothesis that cortical feedback might selectively bolster the representation of oblique orientations in the LGN 5 . We observed a significant interaction between the effects of attentional modulation, orientation and visual area on classification performance (F(4,40) = 5.51, P = 0.001). In V1, attention increased the strength of orientation responses for both oblique and cardinal orientations (P < 0.01; Fig. 1b ) to a comparable extent (t(5) = 0.39, P = 0.71). In the LGN, however, the attentional effect was significantly greater for oblique orientations than for cardinal orientations (t(5) = 4.76, P = 0.002; Fig. 1b) . Specifically, the withdrawal of attentional feedback led to substantially weaker orientation-selective activity patterns for oblique orientations in the LGN, but had no reliable effect on cardinal orientations (Fig. 1d) . The qualitatively different pattern of results observed in the LGN and V1 suggests that a distinct type of feature-selective modulation occurred in the LGN, leading to the selective enhancement of oblique orientations ( Supplementary Figs. 1b and 2) .
Do these attentional effects reflect changes in the pattern-specific component of these orientation responses or might they reflect gross changes in mean BOLD activity? We compared the overall magnitude of the BOLD response for cardinal and oblique orientations. Attention led to enhanced responses in both the LGN and V1 (F(4,40) = 20.19, P < 0.001; Fig. 1c ), but the magnitude of modulation was comparable for cardinal and oblique orientations in the LGN and V1, with no evidence of an interaction (F(4,40) = 0.38, P = 0.56). Taken together, our results indicate that attention enhances the overall BOLD response of the LGN regardless of stimulus orientation, but Attention alters orientation processing in the human lateral geniculate nucleus
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Orientation selectivity is a cornerstone property of vision, commonly believed to emerge in the primary visual cortex. We found that reliable orientation information could be detected even earlier, in the human lateral geniculate nucleus, and that attentional feedback selectively altered these orientation responses. This attentional modulation may allow the visual system to modify incoming feature-specific signals at the earliest possible processing site.
B r i e f c o m m u n i c at i o n s that the effect of attentional feedback on feature selectivity is more nuanced: the degree to which attention affects LGN processing of a visual stimulus depends on stimulus orientation.
The amount of orientation information that we observed in LGN activity patterns was modest when compared with the high classification performance of area V1. This was to be expected as a result of several factors, including broader orientation selectivity of LGN neurons, poorer quality of fMRI signals from subcortical than cortical regions 10 and the relatively smaller size of the LGN structure. Nevertheless, we observed reliable orientation-selective responses in the human LGN, which could have arisen from several sources. For example, animal studies have suggested that ganglion cell receptive fields are not uniformly circular 13 , but instead exhibit modest orientation preferences organized at both fine 14 and coarse spatial scales 14 . To determine whether one such coarse-scale orientation bias, known as the radial bias, exists in the human LGN, we conducted an additional experiment to examine whether LGN responses depend on the correspondence between stimulus orientation and retinotopic preference 15 . LGN voxels were localized on the basis of their retinotopic preference for either of the two diagonal radial axes ( Fig. 2a) , and mean BOLD responses were significantly greater for full-field gratings that were collinear rather than orthogonal to a voxel's preferred radial axis (LGN: t(3) = 6.649, P = 0.003; V1: t(3) = 7.536; P = 0.002; Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). These results indicate that the human LGN exhibits a coarse-scale preference for radial orientations, similar to what has been found in the human V1. In another experiment, we found that the orientation of logarithmic spiral gratings could also be decoded from LGN activity patterns, indicating the presence of other sources of orientation preference in human LGN, distinct from radial bias 16 (Supplementary Fig. 4) .
In a final experiment, we used univariate fMRI analyses to test whether the LGN is sensitive to orientation-tuned masking. By combining target and mask images that have collinear or orthogonal orientations, one can test for nonlinear orientation-selective responses to the linearly summed image pairs 17, 18 . We found that BOLD responses in the LGN and V1 exhibit the predicted dependence on orientation: responses were weaker when target and mask were collinear rather than orthogonal (LGN, t(3) = 7.44, P = 0.002; V1, t(3) = 4.11; P = 0.013; Fig. 2c,d) . These differential responses could not result from LGN detectors that lacked orientation tuning, providing further evidence that orientation responses are present in the human LGN (Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6).
Recent studies have shown that top-down attention can affect the neural responsivity of the LGN 11, 19 , but we are in the nascent stages 
Figure 2
Retinotopic preference for radial orientation and effects of orientation-specific masking in the human LGN and V1. (a) Schematic of configurations used to test for radial bias. Functional localizers were used to determine voxels with retinotopic preference that fell along either the 45 or 135° axis (depicted by green shaded areas with diagonally opposing quadrants). We then presented a series of full-field gratings, which were oriented at 45 or 135°. The relationship between localizer configuration and stimulus orientation determined the collinear and orthogonal conditions. (b) Radial bias indices (RBIs) for mean BOLD responses in both LGN and V1. Higher positive values indicate larger radial biases. The results reveal that, in both V1 and LGN, the strength of the response depended critically on the match between the orientation of a stimulus and the retinotopic preference of a region of interest. (c) Illustration of stimuli used to test for orientation-tuned masking in LGN and V1. Stimuli were composed of linear sinusoidal gratings summed with orientation bandpass-filtered noise. The noise orientation and grating were configured either collinear or orthogonal to each other. (d) Orientation masking indices (OMIs) for mean BOLD responses in both LGN and V1 revealed that collinear stimuli had stronger suppression (lower BOLD response) than orthogonal stimuli. Error bars denote ± s.e.m. Our results provide converging evidence, from both multivariate and univariate fMRI approaches, for orientation-selective responses in the human LGN. These orientation-selective responses exhibited some degree of coarse organization coincident with retinotopic preference, and they appeared to exhibit orientation-dependent interactions. Taken together, these results suggest that the LGN may have an underappreciated role in processing orientation information, a process that has traditionally been attributed to the visual cortex. Moreover, we found that attention altered these orientation-selective responses, suggesting a markedly early locus by which top-down processes act on feature-selective responses. Even modest levels of attentional modulation at this stage could potentially lead to larger effects downstream, suggesting that this early modulation may have an important role in visual perception.
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ONLINe MeThOds observers. Nine healthy adult volunteers (aged 22-41 years, 3 female), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, participated in the study. All experiments were matched for sex (aside from the spirals study, which had 2 females and 1 male). All subjects gave informed written consent. The study was approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board. In each study, participants completed 13-22 fMRI runs (~5-min duration each) per scanning session. A power analysis indicated that six subjects would be sufficient to detect the predicted decoding and attention effects. Indeed, this sample size is consistent with previous fMRI decoding studies [21] [22] [23] .
Apparatus. The stimuli were generated using Matlab and the Psychophysics Toolbox 24, 25 , and were displayed on a rear-projection screen using a gammacorrected Eiki LC-X60 LCD projector with a Navitar zoom lens, which participants viewed through a front surface mirror. To minimize head motion, participants used a customized bite bar and padding.
mRI acquisition. Most functional and anatomical data were acquired on a Philips 3T Intera Achieva MRI scanner, equipped with an 8-channel head coil. Each MRI session lasted 2.5 h, during which we acquired: (i) a T1-weighted three-dimensional anatomical scan of the entire brain (1 mm isotropic), (ii) a T2-weighted structural in-plane for EPI alignment, (iii) 2-4 functional runs to identify retinotopic regions in the LGN and visual cortex that correspond to the stimulus location and (iv) 13-22 fMRI runs to measure BOLD activity during the experimental task. BOLD activity was measured using gradient-echo T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging; 20 slices were acquired axially, with through-plane coverage of the thalamus and the occipital pole, and a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm (TR 2 s, TE 35 ms, flip angle 79°, FOV 192 × 192 mm). Per subject, the study consisted of two scan sessions for the attention study, one session for the spirals study, one session for the radial bias study and one session for the tuned masking study. Proton density-weighted (PD) images, which were used to anatomically delineate the LGN, were acquired in a separate scanning session on a Philips 7T Achieva MRI scanner, equipped with a 32-channel head coil. Each PD scan lasted 1 h, during which a T1-weighted structural in-plane image was acquired for alignment in addition to 18-20 PD volume acquisitions. PD images were acquired with whole-brain coverage, and a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm (TR 4.3 s, TE 1.9 ms).
Attention experiment.
Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on a small circle (diameter, 0.1°) at the center of the display throughout the course of the experiment. Retinotopic regions of interest (ROIs) were identified in the visual cortex and the LGN based on two functional localizer scans, in which subjects viewed a flickering checkerboard of the same size and location as the stimuli used in the main experiment (presented in a circular aperture centered on fixation, with an outer diameter of 16°, and an inner diameter of 0.7°). Each localizer run started with 12 s of fixation, followed by 12 s of a flickering checkerboard stimulus (100% contrast; counter-phase reversing at 6 Hz). This off/on stimulus cycle was repeated eight times in each run, and ended with a final 12 s of fixation. A given run took, in total, 204 s.
For the main experiment, observers viewed gratings presented at 0, 45, 90 or 135°. The cardinal (0° = vertical, 90° = horizontal) and oblique (45°, 135°) orientations were presented in different scan sessions, and the ordering of scans was counterbalanced across subjects (experimenter was not blind to condition), such that three subjects were scanned with the oblique orientations first, and the other three were scanned with the cardinal orientations first. To ensure that the classifier relied on orientation-selective information, rather than retinotopic luminance differences, the spatial phase of pairs of gratings was randomized (500 ms on, 500 ms off) within each 16-s stimulus block 9 . To further rule out the possibility that fine-scale retinotopic differences in luminance might contribute to orientation decoding, we attempted to decode stimulus orientation based on the pixel-wise average of counter-phased stimuli, across each block of trials. Decoding performance of these images was at chance, confirming that above-chance decoding of LGN activity patterns must arise from orientation-selective responses 9 . Each run started with 16 s of fixation, followed by 16 s of an oriented grating. This was repeated 16 times in each run, and ended with a final 16 s of fixation. Each run took 288 s to complete. Each fMRI run included an equal number of stimulus blocks for each orientation, presented in a randomly generated order.
To manipulate attention toward or away from the oriented gratings, a series of letters was presented at central fixation throughout the experiment. A cue appeared at the beginning of each block to indicate whether the participant should attend to the oriented grating (attended condition) or to the sequence of letters at fixation (unattended condition). The grating task involved discriminating near-threshold changes in orientation, and difficulty was titrated to be comparable (~90% accuracy) across conditions and participants. For the letter discrimination task, observers were instructed to report whenever a 'J' or 'K' appeared in the letter sequence (five letters per s). The attentional task alternated between blocks within each run.
Spiral grating experiment.
Previous fMRI studies of the human visual cortex have shown that orientation-selective signals can be found at multiple spatial scales, ranging from the scale of cortical columns, to a coarse scale of >1 cm, such as a retinotopically organized radial bias in which individual voxels exhibit a general preference for orientations that radiate away from the fovea 15, 26, 27 . Spiral stimuli, however, can mitigate this radial bias 16 , although other coarsescale biases may be present 28 . Three participants were shown annular logarithmic spiral gratings in a block design (1-9° eccentricity, phase-randomized, 500 ms on, 500 ms off, 10 cycles per rotation; Supplementary Fig. 2) at either ±45° pitch. Each run started with 16 s of fixation, followed by 16 s of an oriented grating. This was repeated 16 times in each run, and ended with a final 16 s of fixation. Each run took 288 s to complete. Each fMRI run included an equal number of stimulus blocks for each spiral pitch, presented in a randomly generated order. Classification performance for the pitch of the spirals was evaluated to test for orientation information in LGN and V1 that does not correspond strictly to the radial bias.
Radial bias experiment.
To assess the relationship between orientation preference and topography within the LGN and V1, we conducted a separate experiment to explicitly test for radial orientation biases in the LGN. Using a previously described procedure 15 , we examined whether BOLD responses for voxels in the LGN and V1 depended on whether the orientation of a stimulus fell along the axis corresponding to the voxel's retinotopic polar angle preference, or was orthogonal to the radial axis ( Fig. 2a) . On functional localizer runs, flickering checkerboards were presented in diagonally opposing quadrants ( Fig. 2a) to identify voxels with retinotopic preference that corresponded to either the 45 or 135° radial axis. Each localizer run started with 12 s of fixation, followed by 12 s of a wedge-pair stimulus (100% contrast; counter-phase reversing at 6 Hz). This off/on stimulus cycle was repeated ten times in each run, alternating between the 45 and 135° wedge-pairs across successive cycles, and ended with a final 12 s of fixation. Each localizer run lasted 252 s.
In the remaining runs, full-field gratings oriented at 0, 45, 90 or 135° (100% contrast) were shown to assess whether BOLD responses depended on an interaction between retinotopic preference and orientation. The spatial phase of the grating was phase-reversed (500 ms on, 500 ms off) within each 12-s stimulus block 9 . Each run started with 12 s of fixation. This was followed by repeated cycles consisting of 12 s of an oriented grating, and 12 s of subsequent blank fixation. This off/on stimulus cycle was repeated ten times in each run, and ended with a final 12 s of fixation. Each run lasted 312 s. Each fMRI run included an equal number of stimulus blocks for each orientation, presented in a randomly generated order. To maintain fixation, a series of letters was presented at central fixation throughout the experiment, and observers were instructed to report whenever a 'J' or 'K' appeared in the letter sequence (5 letters per s).
The inclusion of 0° and 90° orientations, while not relevant in this design for the investigation of the radial bias, allowed us to also evaluate the difference in BOLD response between oblique (45 and 135°) and cardinal orientations (0 and 90°) in the same scanning session (Supplementary Fig. 4 ). orientation-tuned masking experiment. To further assess the evidence for orientation responses in the human LGN, we combined a critical-band noisemasking technique 18, [29] [30] [31] and univariate fMRI analyses to test for sensitivity to orientation-specific masking.
LGN and V1 ROI's were acquired using a localizer paradigm identical to the attention experiment. Noise masking involves embedding an oriented signal in orientation bandpass-filtered noise. Under these conditions, a population of orientation-selective units will respond more weakly as the orientation content of the signal and noise components becomes more similar, as the stimuli will activate a common set of orientation units rather than two distinct sub-populations. Simulations of neural responses to such stimuli, using npg both a V1 simple cell Gabor model with half-wave rectification 32, 33 and population coding models 34 confirmed that a population of orientation detectors will respond more weakly as the signal and noise orientations become more similar. In contrast, a population of non-oriented center-surround units, based on a difference of Gaussians model 35 , yielded a flat pattern of responses as a function of the orientation difference between signal and noise components. Here, we applied this technique to mean BOLD responses in both V1 and LGN, to assess whether the LGN reveals effects of orientation-dependent masking.
Participants viewed a sinusoidal grating oriented at either 45 or 135° (40% contrast, 2 cycles per degree, counter-phasing at 4 Hz), embedded in orientation bandpass-filtered noise (40% contrast, orientation bandwidth of 5°). The center orientation of this noise band was either identical to the grating orientation (collinear) or rotated 90° from the grating orientation (orthogonal). Stimuli were presented using a block design to measure mean BOLD responses to each of the four possible combinations of grating orientation and noise orientation (45°/45°, 45°/135°, 135°/45° and 135°/135°). Each run started with 12 s of fixation. This was followed by repeated cycles consisting of 12 s of an oriented grating, and 12 s of subsequent blank fixation. This off/on stimulus cycle was repeated 16 times in each run, and ended with a final 12 s of fixation. Each run lasted 408 s. The order of conditions was pseudo-randomized in a given scan. To encourage fixation, a series of letters was presented at central fixation throughout the experiment, and observers were instructed to report whenever a 'J' or 'K' appeared in the letter sequence (five letters per s). Each fMRI run included an equal number of stimulus blocks for each orientation, presented in a random order. fmRI analyses. The functional data were preprocessed using standard motioncorrection procedures 36 . For each run, the raw MRI time series for every voxel was converted to units of percent signal change by dividing each voxel by its mean intensity across that run. To functionally localize ROIs, the localizer time series were fit with a general linear model, which assumed a temporally shifted double-gamma function as a model of the hemodynamic response function. This localizer was combined with standard retinotopic mapping procedures on data obtained in a separate scan session to identify the 150 most responsive voxels within area V1, in the native space for each participant. Contiguous voxels in the thalamus that responded to the localizer stimulus at a threshold of P < 0.01 defined the LGN functional ROI 11, [37] [38] [39] . To anatomically localize the LGN, the PD images were motion-corrected and averaged across scans, and the LGN was identified as the contiguous voxels within the thalamus that appeared as a higher intensity, teardrop-shaped structure medial and superior to the hippocampus, and lateral to the pulvinar 40 , often with a gap corresponding to the different density of the white matter sitting between the LGN and the pulvinar. Analyses were conducted using 25 ± 7 (mean ± s.d.) voxels across both left and right LGN. The selection of voxels from this anatomical localizer was conservatively lateralized, to avoid including the adjacent lateral inferior pulvinar. Pattern classification in the LGN was performed on voxels that corresponded to the intersection of the functionally defined LGN ROI and the structurally defined ROI. On average, 61% of proton density-defined LGN overlapped with the functionally defined LGN. Note also that the pattern of results when using only the functional localizer look quite similar to the restricted ROI. Thus, it is unlikely that our conservative voxel selection biased the analysis. (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). In the radial bias experiment, a GLM was fit to the localizer data to generate two ROI's, distinguishing between voxels that responded to the 45 or 135° wedge-pairs.
For the attention experiment, patterns of activity for each stimulus block were obtained by temporally averaging the BOLD activity across each block for every voxel in an ROI, after time shifting by 4 s to account for hemodynamic lag. Multivoxel pattern analysis was performed using linear support vector machines (SVM) 9 . Classifiers were trained using a 'leave-one-run-out' cross-validation scheme, with performance assessed by testing each left-out run and averaging the resulting classification accuracies over runs. The penalty parameter, C, was tuned within every training set using a cross-validation procedure, which ensured an unbiased selection of C 41 . Classification results presented for the attention experiment represent performance within the cardinal and oblique orientation pairs. For all analyses, classification accuracy was converted to d′ 42 . The interaction was tested with repeated-measures ANOVA. A power analysis revealed that six subjects would be sufficient to detect the predicted decoding and attention effects. Indeed, this sample size is consistent with previous fMRI decoding studies [21] [22] [23] .
In addition to the reported t tests showing that decoding was reliably above chance at the group level, we performed a subject-wise permutation analysis in which chance-level decoding performance was calculated by shuffling the orientation labels 1,000 times, per subject, experimental condition and ROI. In V1, decoding performance fell outside of the bounds of the null distribution's 95% confidence interval in all instances (24 of 24). In the LGN, decoding performance fell outside of the bounds of the null in 12 of 12 instances (that is, every subject and orientation condition) in the attended condition, and 9 of 12 instances for unattended.
In the attention experiment, the block design used for classification did not have any blank fixation periods between blocks (to maximize the number of samples for classification). Because our measure of % BOLD signal change is normalized to the entire time series, the resulting response estimates for attended and unattended conditions are positive and negative respectively, rather than all being above zero. In the Radial Bias and Orientation-Tuned Masking experiments, BOLD responses were estimated per condition by fitting the time series with a GLM. However, in these experiments there were epochs of blank fixation (12 s) between each stimulus presentation, thereby leading to positive values for % signal change BOLD responses across all conditions. eye-position monitoring. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on a central fixation point throughout each fMRI run. For the experiment involving spiral stimuli, the participant's eye position was monitored using an MRI-compatible ASL EYE-TRAC eye-tracking system. We applied pattern classifiers to these data to evaluate whether any reliable information about the viewed orientation could be decoded from eye-position signals 22 . Analyses of eye movement data during a subset of scans revealed that our ability to decode orientation from eye position was at chance level (t(3) = 0.34, P = 0.75).
We also conducted additional high-resolution measurements of eye position (500 Hz, SR-Research Eyelink II) outside of the MRI scanner for five of the subjects that ran in the study, using a visual stimulation paradigm identical to that used in the main attention experiment. We found that when we tried to decode the orientation of a viewed grating based solely on the high-resolution eye tracking data, performance was at chance level (t(4) = 1.50, P > 0.2). These findings replicate other published results from our lab, in which we attempted to decode stimulus orientation from eye position 21, 22, 43 . Taken together, these results indicate that eye movements are unlikely to have contributed to our ability to classify orientation based on fMRI activity patterns.
A Supplementary methods checklist is available.
